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ChampionGSE is a leading designer and manufacturer of engine stands, containers and affiliated ground
support equipment (GSE). Our innovative Stronghold products are used to safely and securely service,
transport and maintain jet engines, turbines and other critical equipment in the most demanding
environments.
In 1954, we started designing and manufacturing containers for armament and engines at the request of
the U.S. military. As our containers began to incorporate built-in engine stands, we took on more complex
challenges and evolved to service multiple industries, including those that use large turbine engines.
After serving as a Tier 2 supplier for all G.E. commercial aerospace and aero-derivative engine platforms,
we recently began producing items that are made under license from GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, USA.

Vertically Integrated to Ensure Quality
As an ISO-9001: 2008 certified company, Champion GSE maintains the highest quality standards throughout
the manufacturing process. Our full-service facility is vertically integrated to include engineering, FEA,
design, advanced machining, paint and product testing. It’s how we’re able to provide the industry’s
shortest lead times while still delivering the exceptional quality that our customers have come to expect.
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Markets Served
With an intense focus on the designs, features, materials and usability enhancements that
keep our engine stands and containers in service the longest, Champion GSE provides
maximum support and protection for uninterrupted operations in the following markets.

Commercial Aerospace
and General Aviation
When jet engine maintenance, replacement or
transport of newly manufactured engines is required,
ground crews need it done quickly and without
complications. Champion GSE’s Stronghold engine
stands and containers are designed with innovative
features to simplify work on the ground, so air traffic
is not disrupted. We’re uniquely qualified to service the
commercial aerospace industry:
• Partnering with MRO networks helps facilitate ground
support activities
• Producing items that are made under license
from GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, USA
• Introducing the industry’s first dual-purpose engine
stand that accommodates GEnx-1B and -2B engines
• Producing custom containers built to specs or based
on in-house designs
Champion GSE’s vertically integrated manufacturing
environment enables us to provide small-run, custom
containers and stands while offering affiliated GSE
equipment such as tow bars, battery carts and
baggage carts. It’s why we’re the single supplier to our
general aviation partners and why fixed-base operators
(FBOs) look to us for equipment to simplify engine
repair and overhaul support.

Space
Transporting fragile, intricate and expensive satellites
(and related equipment) requires painstaking care and
protection. Champion GSE’s Stronghold containers
are highly engineered, custom containers designed
with internal shock and isolation support, including
requisite protection for non-touchable surfaces. Our
vertically integrated manufacturing capabilities allow
us to deliver detailed one-off containers, on time and
on budget.
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Military
Champion GSE entered the container industry to
support our military clients in 1954 — and we have been
supporting them ever since. Diverse requirements,
budget constraints, time-sensitive deadlines and precise
MIL specs are all things we understand and accept.
Durability and quality are prerequisites for the military,
and they rely on Champion GSE for a variety of products
that protect expensive equipment and armament:
• Custom containers and transit cases built per military
specification; small and large quantities; unique sizes
• Quick turnaround on commonly specified containers
• Stands for a variety of applications, including
engines, UAVs, armament support, propellers, landing
gear and ground support stands
• Refurbishment due to harsh conditions or wear and
tear from field use

Oil and Gas, Water and
Power Generation
The oil and gas, water and power generation industries
all work in harsh environments where superior support
and protection are required. Containers must be
durable, hermetically sealed and corrosion resistant,
and stands must be easy to use and deploy in
challenging conditions. Champion GSE’s containers are
coated with corrosion-resistant paint — or, optionally,
chemical agent resistant coating (CARC) — providing
the highest degree of protection in the industry. Harsh
conditions can cause extreme wear and tear from field
use, and our customers depend on our refurbishment
services to extend the life of their investments.
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Stronghold Stands,
Containers and
Affiliated GSE

Stands
Champion GSE’s Stronghold power turbine and turbofan engine stands are designed, manufactured
and tested to the highest quality standards. We produce items made under license from GENERAL
ELECTRIC COMPANY, USA, and all other stands are built in accordance with our customers’
specification requirements.
• Rollover stands — rotates (rolls) the stand in place to achieve minimum height/width profile for
loading through transport cargo doors.
• GEnx-1B -2B dual purpose stand — offers improved safety and usability through hydraulically
activated components, including: caster deployment, engine rotation and lifting systems. Serves
both platforms in one stand; all components and parts are stored on-board.
• Split stands — allows for transportation of turbine engines in split configuration; enables engine
to be stowed in cargo hold.
• Miscellaneous stands — shop dolly; fan stand that allows for the transportation of the GEnx-1B and
-2B fan module; test stands.
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Containers
Stronghold containers are custom built to any

Affiliated Ground Support
Equipment and Spare Parts

specification requirements and engineered to provide

Champion GSE manufactures and stocks an ever

maximum durability and usability:

expanding inventory of ground support equipment to

• Airtight or controlled breathing, watertight,
hermetically sealed

meet every maintenance requirement of your operation.

• Corrosion-resistant paint, or, optionally, with chemical
agent resistant coating (CARC)

• Spare parts: every nut, bolt, gasket and spare part
(on-hand for quick turnaround)

• Carts, transport stands, dollies

• Anti-shock, anti-vibration technologies
• Nitrogen purge capable or integrated nitrogen purge
system
Our innovative Air-Ride container features a completely
self-sustaining, internal shock-resistant system.
• Eliminates the need for an “air-ride” kit on the
transport trailer
• Reduces teardowns for bearing replacement
(brinelling)
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Services
More than simply a manufacturer of innovative
Stronghold stands and containers, Champion GSE
provides a comprehensive suite of services to support
you with every aspect of jet engine and other critical
equipment maintenance and transport.

Custom Product Design and Engineering
Full range of engineering capabilities, prepared to take on your most complex projects:
• Partner with OEM throughout the process
• Concept consultation
• Design and drawing interpretation
• FEA in-house
• In-house validation testing to meet load requirements

Product Life Cycle Support
Complete technical and field support throughout the design, construction, testing and in-field use.
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Refurbishment
Extends the life of your existing stand or container with a life cycle update that restores the
product to its latest revision or specification.
• Thorough evaluation and quote of recommended repairs
• Fresh paint, hardware, consumables

Live Engine Load and Product Testing
• Our testing procedure is integrated with the customer approval process, from design and
manufacturing through on-site live engine load.
• On-site 747 with main cargo door and hold provides a simulation bay for load testing;
significantly reduces cost and risk of in-field test
• Comprehensive product testing: dead load, drop, impact, rolling, stacking, weld inspection
and pressure/vacuum tests
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400 Harrison St. Springfield, OH 45505
937-324-5681
championgse.com
sales@championgse.com

